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Introduction

- User roles: Recipient → Participant 

- folksonomy  => folks + taxonomy == #Tags

- Socially constructed classification schema

- Does the integration of tags cause an increase of the prediction accuracy in the process of 

recommending items to users?



Recommender System 

1. Content Analyzer

a. Semantic Indexing 

2. Profile Learner

a. Multivariate Poisson Model 

3. Recommender

a. ITR (ITem Recommender) 

+ UGC(User Generated Contents)



Content Analyzer

- Documents: Textual description of items

Relevant Concepts surrounding the content(vs. keywords?)

- final output: Disambiguated document

- How?

- repository for word senses ⇒ WORDNET 2.0

- Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)



WSD - JIGSAW

Determining which word is right in the situation

d = 

 Semantic similarity = relatedness between word (A, B) -->Leacock-Chodorow measure

JIGSAW(d) = WORDNET synsets (Synonym-set)X =

 



BOS ( Bag-of-Synsets)

** BOS: Synset-based vector space representation

Textual Slots : item property representation

s = index of slot w = weight of synset  

n = nth document in N-documents (frequency of synset tn)

t = set of all different synsets found in slot 

 

rep in vector space



Learning User Profile 

Multivariate Bernouli vs Multinomial Model 

Problems

1. Variation in length of documents

2. Rare categories (Not enough samples)

Let’s use the Poisson distribution(model) for 

learning the bayes text classifier ! 



Multivariate Poisson Model

V: Vocabulary size

w: frequency term of t in document d



Training

- User has some discrete scale (MIN and MAX)

- positive training set if ratings > (MIN + MAX)/ 2

- negative training set if ratings < ((MIN + MAX)/ 2

- compute a-posteriori classification scores P(c+|dj ) and P(c−|dj ), given new document dj



Augmenting Recommender

ITR += static documents + dynamic user generated content(tags)

 Tags => SocialTags(I), PersonalTags(U, I), PersonalTags(U)

1. WSD (JIGSAW): **Use static content as context instead of other tags

2. Profile learner : infers the profile as a binary text classifier

3. a-priori probabilities of profile_like and profile_dislike



Experiment / Datasets

45 paintings chosen from the collection of the Vatican picture-gallery

- title, artist, description + tags and preference score on 5 points scale (1 = strongly dislike, 5= strongly like)

#1 only static

#2 only SemanticPersonal

#3 only SemanticSocial 

#4 static + SemanticPersonal

#5 static + SemanticSocial

Accuracy: Precision and Recall

Precision(Pr): number of relevant selected items / number of selected items

Recall(Re) : number of relevant selected items / total number of relevant items available



Results



Conclusion

Main contribution:

Multivariate Poisson model for naive Bayes text classification adapted to infer user profiles

- In the end, using tags along with static information is better than recommending through just keywords 

or static information itself!

- perform an analysis of what tags are used to build the folksonomies and how they affect the user profile 

generation

- More diverse users



Thank you!


